Brussels 10 april 2014 - Romania

History: Comunism, indolence, incompetence, business

2 realities

Law 258/2013 and application norms

September 2013 – emotional, manipulation, political

Good part: I&R and Sterilization – 2004

Manipulation: Adoption law

Bad part: **Wrong Method Catch and kill – Euthanasia ?!**

- Obstruction of adoption
- No partnerships with Ngo’s
- No financial and logistic solutions
- Huge penalties – ABANDON
- No solutions for welfare in public shelters
- No priority by catching
- Lost dogs – come back
- Week penalties for the public services

Normes – wrong part

- Companies
- Dog catching in other cities
- Public shelters for more cities – extermination camps

No responsability of the communities

- Dog catcher own rules
- Private shelters – the same conditions as the public one
- Proof of conditions for adoption is interpretable
- Complicated monitoring conditions for ngo’s

INEFICIENCY – Utopic method

Stray dog – domestic companion animal

3-5% agressiv

Statistics – without owned animals

Accidents

**NO RULE OF LAW**